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OW2 Consortium Showcases Open Source Enterprise Solutions at LinuxTag 2009

First-time, all-day track delivered by members of the OW2 Consortium
 demonstrates the maturity of its open source solutions for the enterprise information system. 

Berlin, Germany, June 24, 2009 – The OW2 Consortium is hosting the “Enterprise Development” 
track for the first time at LinuxTag, Europe's leading conference and exhibition for Linux and open source 
software.  The all-day track is set  to demonstrate  the maturity of  open source software for entreprise 
information systems.

The track sports six tutorials providing conference attendees a unique opportunity to discover several of 
the most competitive projects of the OW2 code base, including: JOnAS (Application Server); Nova Bonita 
(BPM Solution); PetALS (SOA Platform); SpagoBI (Business Intelligence); eXo Platform (Portal); Talend 
(DataIntegration). Each one of these open source projects benefit from professional support provided by 
independent companies members of the OW2 Consortium. 

The OW2 Enterprise track includes the following live demonstrations: 
• JOnAS: an Open Source Unbreakable Java EE Server Platform 

• SpagoBI 2.0: the new Business Intelligence Free Platform

• eXo Platform: Next gen Portals: how OpenSocial standard adds social to the mix

• Create and manage your SOA with PEtALS and Dragon

• Talend: Open Source is ready to handle entreprise data integration

• Nova Bonita: Open Source BPM Solution

“The OW2 Consortium, once again, demonstrates  how end-users and systems integrators can build a 
fully open source IT infrastructure with the community's free solutions.“ says OW2 CEO, Cedric Thomas, 
“We are grateful to our friends at LinuxTag who invited us,” he adds.

With six members including: Altic, EBM Websourcing, eXo Platform, Talend, Tarent and XWiki, the OW2 
community will be well represented on the exhibition floor at LinuxTag. Members of the OW2 Management 
Office will be available on Tarent's booth. 

LinuxTag is in Berlin, Germany, June 24-27. The OW2 track is scheduled Thursday, June 25, 10:00 to 
17:30, room Europa II, upper floor of the conference center. 

About OW2:

Founded in  January 2007 OW2 is  an independent  industry  community dedicated to developing open 
source  code  middleware  and  to  fostering  a  vibrant  community  and  business  ecosystem.  The  OW2 
Consortium hosts some one hundred technology Projects, including Acceleo, ASM, Bonita, eXo Platorm, 
Funambol, JOnAS, Lomboz, Orbeon Forms, SpagoBI and Xwiki. Visit  www.ow2.org. 

Contact 
OW2 Management Office, Catherine Nuel, Cedric Thomas, 
Tel. +32-24 26 85 23, Fax. +33-177 725 763, mo@ow2.org
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